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ABSTRACT   

 This paper proposes a new watermarking technique in which host and watermark image is 
converted to frequency domain using orthogonal transforms Haar/Walsh/DCT. These 
transforms are applied fully, row wise and column wise to host and watermark. Transform 
coefficients of host image are sorted in descending order of energy and replaced by sorted 
transform coefficients of watermark. Column and row transforms of Haar, Walsh and DCT prove 
better over full transform. Further, sorting results in better imperceptibility as it minimizes the 
energy difference between original host’s transform coefficients and replaced watermark 
coefficients. Proposed technique gives better performance than unsorted transform 
coefficients for watermarking. In this paper results of only Haar transform are given due to 
space limitation.  

Keywords: Watermarking, column transform, row transform, cropping, binary distributed 
run length noise, Gaussian distributed run length noise, resizing. 

1 Introduction  

Reproduction of digital contents has become easier due to various tools available for it. At 
the same time demand for transmission of digital contents is growing rapidly. This makes it 
compulsory to have protection of data in terms of prevention from illegal copying or 
distribution. Watermarking serves the purpose for the same. 

Watermarking refers to insertion of signature of owner of digital contents into those 
contents itself. It should satisfy two major constraints. First is invisibility (imperceptibility) 
which means original digital contents and contents after insertion of watermark should look 
same to the Human Visual System. Second is robustness against various attacks which try to 
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destroy or remove the watermark [1]. Insertion of watermark can be done in two different 
domains namely spatial and frequency domain.  

• Spatial domain watermarking: 

Watermarking in spatial domain refers to modification to the pixel values of specific region 
of an image [2]. Apart from the advantage of simplicity, the major drawback of spatial domain 
watermarking techniques is its poor capability to embed data and less robustness to attacks. 
LSB technique is widely appreciated spatial domain technique. Various other spatial domain 
techniques have been proposed in [1, 2, 3, 4].  

• Frequency domain watermarking: 

Watermarking in frequency domain refers to transforming host image into frequency 
domain and modifying transform coefficients by watermark [3]. By applying inverse transform 
watermarked image is obtained. Image can be transformed into frequency domain using 
transforms like Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT), Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT), and Discrete 
Wavelet Transform (DWT) etc. Multiple watermarks can also be embedded in different 
frequency locations of host image to provide more robustness.  

A DCT based watermarking technique is given by W. Lu et. al in [5] where watermark is 
embedded into the DCT coefficients of sub images which are obtained by subsampling the 
original image. In [4], Riaz et. al proposed a frequency domain watermarking in which 
encrypted data is inserted into the image. Extraction is usually the reverse procedure of 
insertion. Circular watermarking by amplitude modulation is proposed by Licks in [6]. The best 
known technique of watermarking is proposed by Cox [7] by applying DCT to the entire image. 
Wavelet based watermarking is proposed by Woo et. al in [8] and by Giakoumaki in [9]. Kekre, 
Sarode and Shachi natu have proposed DCT wavelet, Walsh wavelet and hybrid wavelet based 
watermarking techniques in [10-18].  

In this paper, a frequency domain blind watermarking technique for digital images is 
proposed. It uses Haar, Walsh and Discrete Cosine transform. These transforms are applied to 
host images as well as to watermark to be embedded. Along with the full transform, row 
transform and column transforms are also used using Haar, Walsh and DCT. Transformed 
watermark elements are sorted and are inserted in sorted middle frequency elements of 
transformed host image. Varying embedding energy of watermark is used to test the 
robustness against various attacks by keeping in mind energy conservation property of 
transforms. Organization of paper is as follows. Section 2 describes proposed method. Section 3 
describes results and observations for the proposed method and compares proposed work with 
our previous work in which watermark is inserted in frequency domain without sorting the 
frequency coefficients. Section 4 concludes the paper. 
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2 Proposed method 

In proposed method orthogonal transforms DCT, Walsh and Haar are explored in full, 
column and row version along with the concept of sorting elements of middle frequency band 
of host and frequency elements of watermark.  

Transformed image obtained after applying full transform to it is given by 

F=T*f*Tt (1) 
Where, T is unitary, orthogonal transform matrix, T’ is its transpose, f is image to be 

transformed and F is transformed image. Original image can be obtained from transformed 
image as   

f=Tt *F*T (2) 
For column transform, transformed image is obtained by premultiplying image with 

transform matrix as shown in equation (3) and original image is obtained by premultiplying 
transformed image with transpose of transform matrix as shown in equation (4). 

F=T*f (3) 
 

f=Tt *F (4) 
 

Row transform of an image is given by operating transposed transform matrix on rows of an 
image and image in spatial domain is obtained by operating transform matrix on rows of 
transformed image as shown in equation (5) and (6).  

F=f*Tt (5) 

f=F*T (6) 

 

We have explored various orthogonal transforms for embedding watermark without sorting 
transform coefficients. It was found that Haar column transform is strongly robust against 
various attacks like cropping, noise addition, compression, resizing etc. also it was closely 
followed by Haar row transform and then by column and row versions of Walsh and DCT. Hence 
in this paper emphasis is on checking the performance of these transforms against various 
attacks when host and watermark frequency coefficients are sorted based on energy. Figure 1 

      
(a) Lena (b) Mandrill (c) Peppers (d) Face (e) Puppy (f) NMIMS 

Figure1: Host images and a watermark image used for experimental work 
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2.1 Embedding Process: 

1. Read host image and watermark image. 
2. Take Haar/Walsh/Discrete Cosine Transform (full/ column/ row) of them. 
3. For full transform select HL and LH band to embed the watermark. For column 

transform middle rows and for row transform middle columns are selected for 
embedding watermark. 

4. Elements of watermark as well as elements from the frequency band of host are 
sorted in descending energy order.  

5. Sorted frequency elements are normalized and scaled using suitable scaling 
factor such that watermark energy is 60%, 100% and 140% of the mid-frequency band 
energy of host. 

6. Mid-frequency coefficients of host are replaced by scaled and sorted frequency 
elements of watermark. 

7. Inverse transform is taken to obtain watermarked image. 

2.2 Extraction process: 

1. Read watermarked image. 
2. Apply Haar/ Walsh/ DCT (full/ column/ row) to it. 
3. Sort middle frequency elements of transformed watermarked image. 
4. From these middle frequency elements recover frequency elements of 

watermark. these elements are descaled, denormalized and placed in their respective 
places after inverse sorting. 

5. Reconstruct watermark from recovered elements by taking inverse transform. 

Sorting of host and watermark frequency elements leads to minimization of energy 
difference between original and replaced elements and thus reduces the error between host 
and watermarked image. 

  

3 Results of proposed method against various attacks 

Results of proposed method are shown in terms of recovered watermark from attacked 
image and they are compared to results of watermarking without energy sorting of frequency 
elements of host and watermark images. Due to limitation of space results of only Haar 
transform for Lena image are shown. 

Figure 2(a) and (b) show watermarked image Lena using full transform HL band and 
recovered watermark from it obtained using proposed method with sorting and unsorted 
coefficients. 
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    MAE=1.861 MAE=0 MAE=3.69 MAE=0 
(a)with sorting (b) without sorting 

Figure 2: Watermarked Lena image and recovered watermark from it with and without sorting using HL band to 
embed the watermark 

From Figure 2 we can see that MAE between host image and watermarked image has been 
reduced resulting in better imperceptibility. Figure 3 shows the similar results when LH band is 
used to embed the watermark. Here also, using sorted transform coefficients results in better 
imperceptibility. 

    MAE=2.902 MAE=0 MAE=5.171 MAE=0 
(a)with sorting (b) without sorting 

Figure 3: Watermarked Lena image and recovered watermark from it with and without sorting using LH band to embed the 
watermark 

Figure 4 (a) shows watermarked image and recovered watermark from it using column Haar 
transform when sorting is performed on transform coefficients and Figure 4(b) shows the result 
obtained without sorting. Figure 5(a) shows watermarked image and recovered watermark 
from it when row Haar transform is used and transform coefficients are sorted. Figure 5(b) 
shows corresponding images for unsorted transform coefficients.  

    MAE=1.201 MAE=0 MAE=3.209 MAE=0 
(a)with sorting (b)without sorting 

Figure 4: Watermarked image and recovered watermark from it using column Haar transform 
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    MAE=2.196 MAE=0 MAE=4.962 MAE=0 
(a)with sorting (b)without sorting 

Figure 5: Watermarked image and recovered watermark from it using row Haar transform 

From Figure 4 and Figure 5 it is very clear that sorting improves the imperceptibility of 
watermarked image. 

3.1 Performance evaluation of proposed method against various attacks: 
From Figure 2- Figure 5, it can be concluded that using sorted coefficients, better 

imperceptibility can be achieved. Another important thing observed in Figure 2- Figure 5 is that 
column transform gives the highest imperceptibility among all. In the following sections we 
focus on robustness of proposed method by evaluating its performance against various attacks. 
Various attacks performed on watermarked images are cropping, compression, noise addition, 
histogram equalization and resizing. These attacks except histogram equalization are 
performed in variety of ways. For e.g. compression attack is performed using various 
transforms like DCT, DST, Walsh, Haar, JPEG compression and Vector quantization based 
compression.  

3.1.1 Results of cropping attack: 

Figure 6 shows results of cropping a watermarked image at four corners (16x16) using full 
Haar transform and column and row version of Haar transform.  

        2.145 0.543 2.151 17.356 2.145 1.198 2.156 19.627 
With sorting Without sorting With sorting Without sorting 

(a)Full Haar -HL band (b)Full Haar-LH band 

 

 

 

       2.145 2.603 2.145 1.651 2.145 1.450 2.145 1.128 
With sorting Without sorting With sorting Without sorting 

(c)Column Haar (d) Row Haar 
Figure 6: Watermarked image and recovered watermark from it when 16x16 cropping is performed with and without sorting 

transform coefficients: (a) Full transform HL band (b) Full transform LH band (c) Column transform (d) Row transform 
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Figure 6 shows that in sorting method, HL band when used for embedding the watermark 
gives minimum MAE between embedded and recovered watermark. This error is much less 
than the error when transform coefficients are not sorted. For LH band used for watermark 
embedding also similar effect is observed. However, the trend of reduction in error does not 
follow for column and row transform.   

3.1.2 Compression attack: 

Compression attack using various orthogonal transforms, using vector quantization and 
JPEG compression is performed on watermarked images. Results of DCT based compression, 
JPEG compression and VQ based compression with and without sorting technique are shown in 
Figure 7 to Figure 9 respectively.  

        1.179 30.939 1.515 47.539 1.574 24.108 1.708 39.536 
With sorting Without sorting With sorting Without sorting 

(a)Full Haar -HL band (b)Full Haar-LH band 

        0.717 8.812 0.897 24.685 1.076 11.938 1.391 31.028 
With sorting Without sorting With sorting Without sorting 

(c)Column Haar (d) Row Haar 
Figure 7: Watermarked image and recovered watermark from it when compression using DCT is performed with and without 
sorting transform coefficients: (a) Full transform HL band (b) Full transform LH band (c) Column transform (d) Row transform 

From Figure 7, it is observed that sorting the transform coefficients for embedding reduces 
the MAE between embedded and recovered watermark. Among them, Column version of 
transform is more robust followed by row transform than other versions (full HL and Full LH). 

Figure 8 shows watermarked images after JPEG compression and recovered watermark 
from it. Column Haar transform proves to be more robust for JPEG compression attack and 
column as well as row transform with sorted coefficients give better imperceptibility and 
robustness than in case of unsorted elements. However, full transform with sorted transform 
coefficients does not give better robustness than full transform with unsorted coefficients. 

        1.958 108.470 2.086 45.474 2.386 64.501 2.225 50.078 
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With sorting Without sorting With sorting Without sorting 
(a)Full Haar -HL band (b)Full Haar-LH band 

        1.962 17.623 1.974 30.450 1.981 22.698 2.125 33.578 
With sorting Without sorting With sorting Without sorting 

(c)Column Haar. (d) Row Haar 
Figure 8: Watermarked image and recovered watermark from it when JPEG compression is performed with and without 

sorting transform coefficients: (a) Full transform HL band (b) Full transform LH band (c) Column transform (d) Row transform 

Figure 9 shows watermarked images compressed using Vector Quantization performed 
using KFCG algorithm [19] with codebook size 256. Full transform with sorted coefficients give 
less distorted image than in case of unsorted coefficients but due to color changes it shows high 
MAE between embedded and recovered watermark. Recovered watermark quality is better in 
column and row Haar transform using sorted coefficients and row transform shows minimum 
MAE value i.e. strong robustness among all.   

        2.494 103.939 2.525 43.262 2.650 48.669 2.590 35.625 
With sorting Without sorting With sorting Without sorting 

(a)Full Haar -HL band (b)Full Haar-LH band 

        2.468 24.018 2.522 37.361 2.546 23.577 2.608 28.905 
With sorting Without sorting With sorting Without sorting 

(c)Column Haar 2. (d) Row Haar 
Figure 9: Watermarked image and recovered watermark from it when VQ compression is performed with and without 

sorting transform coefficients: (a) Full transform HL band (b) Full transform LH band (c) Column transform (d) Row transform 

3.1.3 Noise addition attack: 

Addition of noise to image during its transmission is yet another common attack possible 
after compression. In the proposed method binary distributed run length noise and Gaussian 
distributed run length noise are introduced and are added to watermarked image. Binary 
distributed noise has magnitude 0 and 1 with normal distribution. Different run lengths of 
binary distributed noise are tried like run length 1 to 10, 5 to 50 and 10 to 100. Gaussian 
distributed run length noise has discrete magnitude between -2 and 2. Figure 10 shows noise 
added watermarked images with binary run length noise (run length 10 to 100) and recovered 
watermarks. From Figure 10 it can be seen that sorting gives better robustness in all cases. 
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Among them full transform with LH band gives zero error followed by row transform, full 
transform HL band and column transform.  

        1 4.838 1 20.234 1 0 1 0 
With sorting Without sorting With sorting Without sorting 

(a)Full Haar -HL band (b)Full Haar-LH band 

        1 7.356 1 13.284 1 0.192 1 0.472 
With sorting Without sorting With sorting Without sorting 

(c)Column Haar (d) Row Haar 
Figure 10: Watermarked image and recovered watermark from it when binary distributed run length noise is added with and 

without sorting transform coefficients: (a) Full transform HL band (b) Full transform LH band (c) Column transform (d) Row 
transform 

Figure 11 shows watermarked images when Gaussian distributed run length noise is added 
to it and recovered watermark from it.  It is observed that sorting coefficients in HL band gives 
best robustness among all. It is also equal to the performance of embedding in unsorted 
coefficients. For LH band of full transform as well as row and column transform, robustness 
improves when transform coefficients are sorted. 

        0.746 0 0.746 0 0.746 3.047 0.746 15.144 
With sorting Without sorting With sorting Without sorting 

(a)Full Haar -HL band (b)Full Haar-LH band 

        0.746 0.142 0.746 0.358 0.746 4.683 0.746 9.088 
With sorting Without sorting With sorting Without sorting 

(c)Column Haar (d) Row Haar 
Figure 11: Watermarked image and recovered watermark from it when Gaussian distributed run length noise is added with 
and without sorting transform coefficients: (a) Full transform HL band (b) Full transform LH band (c) Column transform (d) 

Row transform 
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3.1.4 Image resizing attack: 

In resizing attack watermarked image is zoomed to double its size and then resized to its 
original size using techniques like bicubic interpolation, grid based interpolation [20] and 
orthogonal transform based zooming [21]. Figure 12 shows result images for zoomed-reduced 
watermarked images using bicubic interpolation and recovered watermarks from them for full, 
column and row Haar transform. As can be seen from Figure 12, in each case (full, column and 
row) sorting of transform coefficients results in better robustness. Row Haar transform shows 
better robustness among all when sorting is used. 

        1.340 52.609 1.795 62.318 1.546 45.603 2.061 58.311 
With sorting Without sorting With sorting Without sorting 

(a)Full Haar -HL band (b)Full Haar-LH band 

        1.249 21.575 1.380 25.298 1.297 17.212 1.650 28.903 
With sorting Without sorting With sorting Without sorting 

(c)Column Haar (d) Row Haar 
Figure 12: Zoomed-reduced Watermarked image and recovered watermark from it using bicubic interpolation with and 

without sorting transform coefficients: (a) Full transform HL band (b) Full transform LH band (c) Column transform (d) Row 
transform 

Figure 13 shows resizing attack performed using grid based interpolation technique and 
recovered watermarks from it. Column Haar transform with sorted transform coefficients gives 
more robustness than full and row transform. Full transform using LH band for embedding the 
watermark also shows reduced MAE between embedded and recovered watermark. But full 
transform using HL band for embedding watermark fails to give robustness as it shows strong 
color manipulation taking place in recovered watermark. 

        0.287 68.694 0.265 10.899 0.269 10.855 0.298 16.117 
With sorting Without sorting With sorting Without sorting 

(a)Full Haar -HL band (b)Full Haar-LH band 

        0.165 3.058 0.189 12.502 0.192 7.523 0.234 17.907 
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With sorting Without sorting With sorting Without sorting 
(c)Column Haar (d) Row Haar 

Figure 13: Zoomed-reduced Watermarked image and recovered watermark from it using grid based interpolation with and 
without sorting transform coefficients: (a) Full transform HL band (b) Full transform LH band (c) Column transform (d) Row 

transform 

Figure 14 shows resized watermarked images using Discrete Fourier transform and 
recovered image from them. For full transform HL and LH band sorting of transform coefficients 
improves robustness as well as imperceptibility. For column transform robustness almost 
remains same in both the cases and for row transform again it shows minor improvement in 
robustness. 

        0.149 1.462 0.337 9.587 0.252 1.535 0.335 6.725 
With sorting Without sorting With sorting Without sorting 

(a)Full Haar -HL band (b)Full Haar-LH band 

        0.156 1.345 0.135 1.337 0.137 0.909 0.128 1.369 
With sorting Without sorting With sorting Without sorting 

(c)Column Haar (d) Row Haar 
Figure 14: Zoomed-reduced Watermarked image and recovered watermark from it using DFT based zooming with and 

without sorting transform coefficients: (a) Full transform HL band (b) Full transform LH band (c) Column transform (d) Row 
transform 

3.2 Performance comparison of proposed technique with technique using unsorted 
transform coefficients for various attacks. 

In Figure 15, graph of comparison of full Haar transform HL band with and without sorting 
and 100% embedding energy is shown for various attacks performed on watermarked Lena 
image. Performance of proposed sorting technique is better for every attack performed on 
watermarked image prominently except for resizing using grid based interpolation, VQ based 
compression and JPEG compression and to very small extent for 32x32 cropping at center.  
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Figure 15: Performance comparison of full Haar transform HL band with embedding energy 100% with and without using 

sorting for ‘Lena’ image 

Figure 16 shows graph of MAE comparison when full Haar transform is taken and LH band is 
selected to embed the watermark after sorting transform coefficients. For LH band also sorting 
results in better robustness. An improvement seen in LH band embedding is that for grid based 
resizing method sorting technique gives better robustness than without sorting the transform 
coefficients. For VQ based compression and JPEG compression, sorting does not prove effective 
than unsorted coefficients. 

 
Figure 16: Performance comparison of full Haar transform LH band with embedding energy 100% with and without using 

sorting for ‘Lena’ image 

Graphs in Figure 17 and Figure 18 show comparison of MAE between embedded and 
recovered watermark for various attacks when column and row Haar transforms are used 
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respectively both with and without sorting of transform coefficients and 100% embedding 
energy. Both column and row transform show significant improvement in robustness with 
sorting over HL and LH band of full transform for JPEG compression, VQ based compression and 
grid based resizing attack. For other attacks also it gives better robustness than unsorted 
transform coefficients. 

 
Figure 17: Performance comparison of column Haar transform with embedding energy 100% with and without using sorting 

for ‘Lena’ image 

 
Figure 18: Performance comparison of row Haar transform with embedding energy 100% with and without using sorting for 

‘Lena’ image 

4 Conclusion 
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Sorting of transform coefficients of watermark and host minimizes the error between 
corresponding elements and hence overall error of embedding the watermark. Full Haar HL 
band results in better robustness than in case where transform coefficients are not sorted 
except JPEG and VQ compression attack and grid based resizing. Full Haar LH does better by 
eliminating grid base resizing from the above list. Column and row Haar transform are proved 
better in terms of robustness than full transform (HL and LH band). This is true for other 
transforms explored i.e. Walsh and DCT too. 
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